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the movie housefull 3 released
in the year 2010 and directed

by joginder tuteja who also
made movies like housefull 2
and housefull 4. the film stars

akshay kumar, kareena kapoor,
sonakshi sinha, arshad warsi,
rimi sen, dinesh lamba, mahie

gill, om puri, raj babbar, urvashi
rautela and many more. the

movie housefull 3 is a comedy
entertainer which narrates the

story of aarush the worlds
unluckiest man. being jinxed, he
believes his bad luck can vanish
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if he finds true love. in this
quest for true love how one lie

leads to another and how
different people from different

walks of life come together
adding even more confusion to
this hilarious comedy of errors

resulting in total chaos and
mayhem forms the crux of the
story. how bad that it’s taken
me so long to find out about
this movie! never heard of it,

but the trailer’s got me
seriously interested! is this an

indie flick? i’m a sucker for
these! no, that’s incorrect; i’m a
sucker for stories of underdog
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heroes that eventually learn
their lesson and become better
for it. this story is about a man
who is a pessimist, eternally

unlucky, and forever down on
his luck. he is also the most

successful stock market analyst
in the country.. housefull 3 full
movie download, housefull 3
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download full 720p housefull 3
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the categories, including
hollywood, bollywood and
regional movies. the user

interface is very simple, as you
only have to press a button to
download all the movies you
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